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in the same way that i would expect people trying to emigrate to the united states from, say, india, to be particularly careful about how they phrase the whole
process of emigration, because they might easily get a bunch of very unpleasant inspections and visa rejections, i would be much more careful of a non-

english speaker in the west saying that it is not possible to find "european" or "american" sites, and especially if he was starting right from the beginning of
the last century, and i would be moderately shocked if he could "learn english" in a year even if he is only 20 years old, because people like that simply do
not exist in the first place (yeah, i know i am overstating that, but that's what i mean). that was a bad joke. if people are trying to emigrate to the united

states from india i think they have a very good chance of getting approved and emigrating. they would have to talk to an immigration agent in the context of
a specific application. i have no idea if that would be easy or not. it just seems like a fairly straightforward problem to me. but emigration doesn't always work
that way. the people who come from ireland (the rest of the country has a hard enough time coming up with people) don't usually get allowed in. they usually
get rejected at the border. now, i get the feeling that i am just saying a lot of things to try to defend the positions i don't really hold at all. i do not support the
idea of extending life unnecessarily and forcing people to live through all kinds of suffering. that is cruel, and i think it is morally unsound. but i do think that
forced death is a lot worse than letting people die when they want to; and that people should be allowed to die when they do want to, when the time comes,
and that it does not matter who is there for them when that time comes, and that it is not possible to be in a good relationship with death until one has come
to terms with it; and that if the only way we can come to terms with death is not through willing it, but through actively killing people who choose to die, then
we are not taking the time necessary to come to terms with death, and therefore we are not really living in a good relationship with death, and therefore we
are not really living. and i am not saying that this is something we have to go back to the stone age and live in caves and wear skins and all the rest of that.
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on the other hand, im not saying there should be no government regulation of health insurance, but
theres also different ways a government could fix a lot of medical issues with minimal costs to tax

payers. a government is a good thing, but i dont think its the endgame, we as a society should move
towards cost effective measures to help everybody. i remember my mom once telling me a story
about some family gatherings when i was younger. one of my aunts and uncle had a young son

around that age, and they went to a family gathering at their parent's house. during the meal, my
aunt was sitting right next to the parents and uncle while my uncle was seated next to my mom. my

uncle was sitting on the edge of his seat, staring at me, watching the progress of a margarita
concoction in the bottom of his glass. the glass was at least a foot away from him and he was

drinking it. my uncle was drinking a margarita from a glass that was at least a foot away! unrelated
to the margarita, he had just finished eating a cut up steak that he had to cut by himself because no

one else was interested in doing it. he had a piece of food stuck to his shirt that he was trying to
remove when he noticed me and couldn't help but giggle. and before he could say anything, my
mom loudly asked him, "what?" she then proceeded to tell him that my aunts and her had read a

comic book together where this happened to a character, and everyone laughed and told the story.
my uncle told the story over and over again, trying to make it a little more shocking. however it is

funny how we take the differences between languages that are actually pretty sharp to note (e.g. a
question i ask you is "where do you come from?", though i will be more cautious about asking it of a
non-english speaker because i do not know if the question will get him to start talking about a place
in which he has not spent the last thousand years, if such a place exists), but as soon as someone
mentions the differences between english and its european sister languages (e. welsh, norwegian,

etc) we literally go to the dictionary, and find a dozen words for "copular verb (to be someone of the
opposite sex)", and can't stop laughing about that for a month. 5ec8ef588b
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